Professionalism and Technical Skills

Professionalism encompasses technical skill mastery in the chosen career domains of patient care, teaching and/or research. Additionally, it is personal and professional accountability, ethics, and contributing to the success of The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center and to an individual’s chosen profession and professional societies.

Key Readings:

3. *At The Helm: A Laboratory Navigator*, Kathy Barker
5. *Emotional Intelligence 2.0*, Travis Bradberry
7. *Give and Take: Why Helping Others Drives Our Success*, Adam Grant
9. *Influential Leadership: Change Your Behavior, Change your Organization, Change Health Care*, Michael Frisina, PhD
10. *Leading Others, Managing Yourself*, Peter McGinn, PhD
13. *The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People*, Stephen Covey
18. *You Are the Universe: Discovering Your Cosmic Self and Why It Matters*, Deepak Chopra, MD and Menas Kafatos, PhD

Online Learning:

1. FAME MedEd Series – Improve Your Teaching Skills
   [https://mediasite.osu.edu/Mediasite/Catalog/catalogs/fame](https://mediasite.osu.edu/Mediasite/Catalog/catalogs/fame)
2. Professionalism, 4 Online Modules, FD4ME:
   [https://fd4me.osu.edu/modules?category%5B%5D=Professionalism](https://fd4me.osu.edu/modules?category%5B%5D=Professionalism)